The Walls are entirely chalkboard material. The room is supplied with white chalk with the intention that people write about things that interest them while in their reading and conversing would develop.

Thought Exercise Corner

The thought-exercise corner would have games, activities set up to get students' brains to engage in critical thinking. This could include puzzles or quotes displayed that encourage students to think differently.

Soundproof Room

Students could discuss things together. Also, the room would be conducive to students making loud noises, perhaps screaming, if frustrated. Punching bags for frustration relief.

Response Cubicle

Students could enter a small room and there would be video equipment set up to record students' responses to their studies and just general thoughts they have. Students could also view other students' recorded thoughts.

A fireplace burns constantly. There are slips of paper for people to write down thoughts they're having to throw them in. Also, chairs around the fireplace for people to sit.